(10 fb −1 ) at the 14-TeV LHC, a heavy dilaton of 400 GeV (500 GeV) can be examined. (iv) In the light dilaton scenario, the Higgs exotic branching ratio can reach 43% (60%) at 2σ (3σ) level when considering only the CMS data, which may be detected at the 14-TeV LHC with a luminosity of 300 fb −1 and the Higgs Factory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Based on about 25 fb −1 data collected at 7-TeV and 8-TeV LHC, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have further corroborated the existence of a new boson with a local statistical significance reaching 9σ and more than 7σ, respectively [1] [2] [3] [4] . So far the mass of the boson is rather precisely determined to be around 125 GeV, and its other properties, albeit with large experimental uncertainties, agree with those of the Higgs boson predicted by the Standard Model (SM) [4, 5] . Nevertheless, the deficiencies of the SM itself motivate the interpretation of the Higgs-like boson in new physics frameworks such as low energy supersymmetric models [6, 7] , and as shown by numerous studies, fits to the Higgs data in new physics models can be as good as that in the SM.
Among the new physics interpretations of the Higgs-like boson, dilaton is another attractive one. This particle arises from a strong interaction theory with approximate scale invariance at a certain high energy scale. Then the breakdown of the invariance triggers the electroweak symmetry breaking, and the dilaton as the Nambu-Goldstone particle of the broken invariance can be naturally light in comparison with the high energy scale. In this framework, the whole SM sector is usually assumed to be a part of the scale invariance maintained at the UV scale, and all the fermions and gauge bosons of the SM are composite particles at weak scale. After such treatment, the couplings of the linearized dilaton field S to the SM fields take the form [8] 
with f denoting the dilaton decay constant and T µ µ representing the trace of the energymomentum tensor of the SM. Through this term, the dilaton couples directly to the violation of the scale invariance in the SM, i.e., to the fermions and W , Z bosons with strength proportional to their masses, and thus mimics the behavior of the SM Higgs boson at Run I of the LHC. Since the first hint of the Higgs-like boson at the LHC was uncovered at the end of 2011, the compatibility of the dilaton with the data has been extensively discussed [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . For example, in [10] [11] [12] the traditional dilaton models were compared with models including Higgs boson, and the techni-dilaton was shown to be able to explain the signals well [13] . The Higgs-dilaton was also used to solve cosmological problems such as inflation and dark energy [14] .
In this work, we concentrate on the Minimal Dilaton Model (MDM), which is actually a minimal effective Lagrangian at weak scale describing the breaking of a UV strong dynamics with scale invariance [15, 16] . This model is motivated by topcolor theory [17] , and it introduces one massive vector-like fermion with the same quantum number as right-handed top quark. The mass of this top partner represents the scale of the dynamical sector, to which the dilaton naturally couples in order to recover the scale invariance. With such setting, top quark as the mass eigenstate couples to the strong dynamics by its mixing with the partner. Moreover, unlike the traditional dilaton model, the SM except for the Higgs field acts as a spectator of the dynamics, and consequently the dilaton does not couple directly the fermions and the W , Z bosons in the SM. In this sense, the dilaton is equivalent to an electroweak gauge singlet field.
In the Minimal Dilaton Model, the SM Higgs field and the dilaton field mix to form two CP-even mass eigenstates. Hereafter we call the eigenstate with the Higgs field as its dominant component Higgs particle, and the other one dilaton. The property of the Higgs boson may deviate significantly from that of the SM Higgs boson due to the mixing effect and also due to its interactions with the dilaton. Noting that the di-photon rate of the Higgs-like boson reported by the CMS collaboration at the Rencontres de Moriond 2013 differs greatly from its previous publications, we in the following first update the fit in [15, 16] by using the latest Higgs data. Then we consider the phenomenology of the Higgs boson at the LHC.
We are particularly interested in the following two scenarios:
• Heavy dilaton scenario, where the dilaton is heavier than the Higgs boson. In this scenario, the triple Higgs coupling may be potentially large and consequently, the Higgs pair production rate at the LHC can be greatly enhanced.
• Light dilaton scenario, where the dilaton is lighter than half the Higgs boson mass. In this case, the Higgs boson may decay into the dilaton pair with a sizeable branching ratio.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the Minimal Dilaton Model. In Section III, we concentrate on the heavy dilaton scenario and scan through the MDM parameter space by considering various theoretical and experimental constraints. For the surviving samples, we perform fits to the Higgs data and study the Higgs pair production and its detection at the LHC. In Section IV, we turn to investigate the light dilaton scenario in a similar way, but pay particular attention to the exotic decay of the Higgs boson into dilaton pair. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section V.
II. THE MINIMAL DILATON MODEL
The Minimal Dilaton Model extends the SM by one gauge singlet scalar field S which represents a linearized dilaton field, and one fermion field T with the same quantum number as the right-handed top quark which is usually called the top quark partner. Its effective Lagrangian can be written as [15, 16] 
where q 3L is the SU(2) L left-handed quark doublet of the third generation, M the scale of the strong dynamics, and L SM is the SM Lagrangian without Higgs potential. In Eq.(2), V (S, H) as scalar potential describes the interactions of S with the SM Higgs field H. Its general expression is given bỹ
where m S , λ S , κ, m H and λ H are all free real parameters. With such potential, the field S and H will mix to form two CP-even mass eigenstates, i.e. the Higgs boson h and the dilaton s, and the mixing angle θ S is defined by
with f and v/ √ 2 = 174 GeV denoting the vacuum expectation values (vevs) of S and H, respectively. Detailed studies indicate that if h instead of s corresponds to the newly discovered boson, a much lower χ 2 can be obtained in the fits to the Higgs data. So in our discussion we fix m h = 125.6 GeV which is the combined mass value of the two collaborations [12] . As for the potential, it is more convenient to use f , v, θ S , m h and m s as input
where N T denotes the number of T field and is set to 1 for the MDM. Note that C hhh /SM may be much larger than 1 in the case of heavy dilaton scenario.
Similar to Eq.(5), one may also define the top quark mixing angle in terms of mass eigenstates t and t ′ as
Then under the conditions m t ′ ≫ m t and tan θ L ≪ m t ′ /m t , the normalized couplings of h and s are given by [15, 16] 
and
. (11) where V denotes either W ± or Z boson, f the fermions except for top quark, and A i is the loop function presented in [20] with particle i running in the loop.
III. HIGGS PHENOMENOLOGY IN HEAVY DILATON SCENARIO
In this section, we first scan over the parameter space of the Minimal Dilaton Model in the heavy dilaton scenario under various constraints. Then for the surviving samples we investigate the features of h, such as its couplings to SM particles, s and itself. Before our scan, we clarify the following facts
• Firstly, since the property of the dilaton in the MDM differs greatly from that of the SM Higgs boson, its mass may vary from several GeV to several hundred GeV without conflicting with LEP and LHC data in searching for Higgs boson. In fact, these data actually require the mass of the SM Higgs boson to be above 114 GeV and outside the region 127 − 710 GeV, respectively [21] .
• Secondly, since we are more interested in new physics at low energy, we take 0 < η −1 ≤ 10 with η −1 ≡ f /v in our study and pay special attention to the case η −1 ≥ 1.
• Thirdly, although in principle θ S may vary from −π/2 to π/2, the Higgs data have required it to be around zero so that h is mainly responsible for the electroweak symmetry breaking. In practice, requiring | tan θ S | ≤ 2 will suffice.
• Finally, we note that t ′ mass has been limited. For example, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have set a lower bound of 656 GeV and 685 GeV in the search for the top partner at the LHC [22] at 95% confidence level, respectively. The requirement of perturbativity, however, sets an upper bound of about 3400 GeV for the t ′ mass [15] .
In summary, for the heavy dilaton scenario we scan the following parameter space:
130 GeV < m s < 1000 GeV, 700 GeV < m t ′ < 3000 GeV.
In our scan, we consider following constraints:
(1) The vacuum stability of the scalar potential, which requires λ H λ S − 6κ 2 > 0 [15] .
We analytically checked that this inequality is sufficient to guarantee H = v/ √ 2, S = f corresponding to the global minimum of the potential.
(2) Absence of the Landau pole for dimensionless couplings λ H , λ S and κ below 1 TeV.
For each sample in our scan, we solve numerically following renormalization group equations (RGE) [23] 
and require each of the three couplings less than 1000 before reaching µ = 1 TeV. In building the RGE, we have properly considered the normalization factors of the fields, and neglect the effects of the gauge and Yukawa couplings since we are only interested in the case of large λ H , λ S and κ.
The Landau pole constraint can set upper bounds on the couplings, and the higher scale we choose to impose it, the tighter the constraint becomes.
(3) Experimental constraints from the LEP, Tevatron and LHC search for Higgs-like particle. We implement these constraints with the package HiggsBounds-4.0.0 [24] .
(4) Experimental constraints from the electroweak precision data. We calculate the Peskin-Takeuchi S and T parameters [25] with the formulae presented in [15] , and construct χ 2 ST with the following experimental fit results [26] :
We keep samples with χ 2 ST < 6.18 for further study. We do not consider the constraints from V tb and R b since they are weaker than the S, T parameters [15] . Similar to our previous works [28] , we perform fits to the data using the method first introduced in [10] and consider correlations of the data as done in [30, 31] . As for branching ratios of various decay channels for different Higgs boson masses in the SM, we used the results in [29] .
Moreover, since the latest di-photon rate reported by the CMS collaboration (0.77 ± 0.27 [4] ) is much smaller than that of the ATLAS group (1.6 ± 0.3 [5]), we perform three independent fits by using only the ATLAS data (9 sets), only the CMS data (9 sets) and the combined data (22 sets) including ATLAS, CMS, and CDF+D0. We checked that χ 2 in the SM are 10.64, 4.78 and 18.79 for the three fits, and χ 2 min in the MDM are 8.32, 2.57 and 18.66, respectively. The fact that χ 2 min < χ 2 SM reflects that the MDM is more adaptable to the data than the SM.
In our discussion, we are particularly interested in two types of samples, i.e., ∆χ 2 ≤ 2.3 and 2.3 ≤ ∆χ 2 ≤ 6.18 with ∆χ 2 = χ 2 − χ 2 min . These two sets of samples correspond to the 68% and 95% confidence level regions in any two dimensional plane of the model parameters when explaining the Higgs data [30, 31] . Hereafter we call them 1σ and 2σ samples, respectively.
A. The heavy dilaton scenario confronted with the current Higgs data
In Fig.1 , we project the 1σ (red bullets) and 2σ (blue triangles) samples passing various experimental constraints on the plane of η −1 ≡ f /v versus tan θ S . From this figure we can see that:
• The latest Higgs data is very powerful in constraining the MDM parameter space.
For the three different fits, most of the samples are confined in the narrow region of | tan θ S | < 1 and |η tan θ S | < 0.5 or the region of η Furthermore, detailed analysis of our results indicates that, due to the Landau pole constraint, λ H , λ S and κ are upper bounded by about 18, 35 and 4.5 respectively. The relatively smallness of κ can also be inferred from Eq.(5).
• The region of the 1σ samples for the ATLAS data is approximately complementary to that for the CMS data, which reflects the conflict between the results of the two collaborations.
• We checked that, the minimal χ 2 for the ATLAS data comes from the sample around η tan θ S ≃ −2 and tan θ S ≃ −0.2. According to (C hγγ /SM)/(C hf f /SM) = 1 − 0.27η tan θ S suggested by Eq. (10), we can see that the χ 2 min sample for the ATLAS data has an enhanced di-photon signal rate of around 1.55, which is the most attractive feature of the ATLAS data.
• For the combined data, most of the samples are located within | tan θ S | 0.5 or | sin θ S | 0.45, which indicates that the dilaton/singlet component in the Higgs boson should be less than about 20%. In Fig.2 , we only consider the samples with η −1 > 1 and show the normalized Higgs couplings to SM gluon, photon, light fermion and massive vector boson (C hV V /SM = C hf f /SM). Since in the MDM, C hf f and C hV V contribute to about 90% of the total decay width for the SM-like Higgs boson and C hgg dominates the Higgs production rate at the LHC, the normalized XX signal rate is roughly proportional to ( Fig.1, Fig.2 and Eq. (10), one can learn that:
• The six dashed lines of (C hgg /SM)/(C hf f /SM) =1, 1.5, 0.5, 2, 0, -1 in the upper plane and (C hγγ /SM)/(C hf f /SM) =1, 0.86, 1.14, 0.73, 1.27, 1.55 in the lower plane actually correspond to dashed lines of η tan θ S = 0, ±0.5, ±1, −2 in Fig.1 , respectively. Thus the missing parts around (C hgg /SM)/(C hf f /SM) = 1 is actually a consequence of the upper limit of η −1 ≤ 10.
• Most of the samples for the ATLAS data are characterized by (C hgg /SM)/(C hf f /SM)
1. This is because some of the ATLAS inclusive signals are enhanced compared with their SM values, especially for the di-photon channel.
• Most of the 1σ samples for the the CMS data satisfy (C hgg /SM) 1 and (C hγγ /SM)/(C hf f /SM) ≃ 1, because most of the CMS inclusive signal rates, including the latest di-photon rate, are smaller than 1.
• When considering the ATLAS and CMS data separately, the MDM can explain each of them well but referring to different parameter space due to the apparent difference in the two sets of data. When considering the combined data, however, the MDM explanation is not much better than the SM, and the 125-GeV Higgs couplings to light fermions and vector bosons are very close to the SM values, especially for the 1σ samples.
In above analysis, we checked that the Higgs data have very little constraint on θ L and m t ′ . We also checked that although the EWPD has no constraint on η −1 and tan θ S , it is very powerful in constraining sin θ L and the coupling C htt . The latter is shown in Fig.3 for the samples with η respectively [15] .
In Fig.4 we project the samples with η −1 > 1 on the plane of C hhh /SM versus m s . One can learn that, for most of the samples in all the three fits, the Higgs triple self coupling can be either around the SM value or monotonically increase as m s goes up. We checked that for samples with greatly enhanced Higgs self coupling, they are characterized by 0 < tan θ S < 1.
In this case, λ H may be very large for heavy dilaton, reaching about 18 in optimum case.
We also checked that λ S may also be quite large (reaching 35), which occurs for tan θ S < 0, small η −1 ≡ f /v and large m s . However, due to the sin 3 θ S suppression in Eq(6), its influence on C hhh is not significant. Fig.4 indicates that, given tan θ S > 0 for the samples passing the ATLAS data, m s 800 GeV has been excluded by the Landau pole constraint. We checked that this upper bound can be further suppressed if we impose the constraint at a higher scale. Also note that the perturbativity requirement on the Higgs triple coupling, which corresponds to [32] , can set a stronger bound on m s .
B. Higgs pair production and its detection at the hadron collider
From the above analysis we have seen that, the latest 125 GeV Higgs data along with EWPD have powerful constraints on the Higgs couplings to SM particles. Especially in the fit to the combined data of LHC and Tevatron, the explanation given by MDM is not much better than the SM. The Higgs triple self coupling, however, can be much larger than the SM value, and we therefore investigate its effect on the Higgs pair production in the following.
We take the 1σ samples for the combined data as an example, and calculate the Higgs pair production cross section at proton-proton colliders with the modified code HPAIR [33] . The relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig.5 , where (a) and (b) correspond to triangular and box diagrams, respectively. There also exists tree level diagram bb → hh, but its contribution is negligible due to the low component of b quark in proton-proton colliders, and to be consistent with the processes generated in the following Monte Carlo (MC) simulation we do not consider it here. In the SM and many new physics models, the contributions from box diagrams are dominated , and the top quark contribution is much larger than that from b quark [19, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . In the MDM we checked that, the top quark contribution is still much larger than that from the b quark and top partner. The triangular diagrams, however, may contribute more than the box diagrams due to the possible large Higgs triple self coupling.
We calculate the Higgs pair production cross sections at proton-proton colliders with √ S = 14, 33, 100 TeV in both MDM and SM. In Fig.6 , the 1σ samples for the combined data are projected on the plane of the cross section rate σ(gg → hh)/SM versus the self coupling rate C hhh /SM. We can see that with the self coupling increasing, the cross section rates first monotonically reduce then monotonically increase at all these collider energies, and the turning point is at C hhh /SM ≃ 2.5. The reason is that the total amplitude of the triangle diagrams has an opposite sign compared to that from the box diagrams, and in SM the contribution from the box diagrams is dominant. Thus for C hhh /SM 2.5 the contribution from triangle diagrams becomes dominant and monotonically increases when the self coupling goes up. At 14-TeV LHC the production rate can be as large as about 50
for C hhh /SM ≃ 16 or m s ≃ 500 GeV, and at 33 TeV and 100 TeV colliders it can also reach 30. Since the Higgs pair production rate in the heavy dilaton scenario can be highly enhanced, we can expect its discovery at the proton-proton colliders with a moderate or small integral luminosity. The author of [39] performed a detailed MC simulation of the Higgs pair production in the SM, through gg → hh → bbγγ at proton-proton colliders with a high integral luminosity of 3000 fb −1 . In this work, we use the result of [39] in the SM but reduce the integral luminosity from 3000 fb −1 to 100 fb −1 . Table I is taken from [39] for the convenience of discussion, but the number of expected events are modified according to the reduction of integral luminosity from 3000 fb −1 in [39] to 100 fb −1 here. We assume that in the MDM the σ × Br and acceptances of the background, the acceptances of the signal are the same as that in the SM, while the σ × Br of the signal are calculated by ourselves.
In Fig.7 , we project the 1σ samples for the combined data on the plane of significance S/ √ B versus coupling C hhh /SM, where S/ √ B is calculated with an integral luminosity of 100 fb −1 . S/ √ B = 5 for other values of luminosity are also marked out, which are the discovery limits for the corresponding luminosity. We can see that, higher energy will make the proton-proton colliders more capable of detecting the signal of Higgs pair production.
In addition, when C hhh /SM 2.5 (m s 200 GeV) and goes up, the significance S/ √ B increases monotonically. For example, for C hhh /SM = 16 or m s = 500 GeV, the discovery luminosity is about 10, 1, 0.5 fb −1 for LHC14, TeV33 and TeV100, respectively. And with luminosity of 100 fb −1 at LHC14, the Minimal Dilaton Model with C hhh /SM ≃ 9 or m s = 400 GeV may be covered.
IV. HIGGS PHENOMENOLOGY IN THE LIGHT DILATON SCENARIO
For a light dilaton with mass m s < m h /2 ≃ 62 GeV, the most interesting phenomenology is the Higgs exotic decay h → ss. Similar exotic decay is also very attractive in Supersymmetric models and Little Higgs Models [40, 41] , such as in the Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (NMSSM) according to the latest paper [7] . In the following, we define samples with ∆χ 2 < 1, 1 < ∆χ 2 < 4 and 4 < ∆χ 2 < 9 to be 1σ, 2σ and 3σ samples respectively, where ∆χ 2 = χ 2 − χ and 3σ level, respectively. Note that the classification standard here is different from that in the heavy dilaton scenario discussed in the previous sections.
The strategies we take in the following are similar to those in the heavy dilaton scenario, except for:
(i) The range of m s is shifted from 130 < m s < 1000 GeV to 0 < m s < 62 GeV;
(ii) Classification standard of nσ for the samples is changed according to the above description;
(iii) As an example, analysis of the samples for the CMS data is paid more attention and η-fixed fits are performed and investigated.
Besides, we remark that since the couplings λ H , λ S and κ are small or moderate in light dilaton scenario, the Landau pole constraints and perturbation requirement can not impose any limitation.
A. The light dilaton scenario confronts with the current Higgs data
To classify the samples in the light dilaton scenario, we first project the samples on the plane of BR(h → ss) versus ∆χ 2 in Fig.8 . This figure shows that, the exotic decay h → ss for the CMS data can have the largest branching ratio, which can reach 21%, 43% and 60% at 1σ, 2σ and 3σ level, respectively. This is because most of the inclusive signal rates of the CMS data are suppressed compared to the SM values, thus a relatively large exotic branching ratio is more favored. On the contrary, samples for the ATLAS data have smaller 
FIG. 8:
The scatter plots of the samples satisfying constraints from the ATLAS data (left), the CMS data (middle) and the LHC+Tevtron data (right), respectively, projected on the plane of BR(h → ss) versus ∆χ 2 = χ 2 −χ 2 min . All the samples have passed constraints from the EWPD and the Higgs search from LEP, Tevatron and LHC. Samples with ∆χ 2 < 1 (red bullets), 1 < ∆χ 2 < 4 (blue triangles) and 4 < ∆χ 2 < 9 (green square) are called 1σ, 2σ and 3σ samples, respectively. exotic branching ratios and very interestingly, there is no 1σ samples at all. The branching ratio for combined data, however, is at most about 32% at 3σ level, which is slightly larger than the value allowed in SM.
To intensively study the light dilaton scenario and also compare with the heavy dilaton scenario, in Fig.9 we project the samples on the plane of η −1 ≡ f /v versus tan θ S again. We would like to emphasize again that the classification standard here is different from that in the heavy dilaton scenario. Combining Fig.9 with Fig.1, Fig.2 and Fig.8 , we can see that:
• In the light dilaton scenario, the surviving samples are mostly confined in |η tan θ S | < 0.2 and there are no samples with η tan θ S ≃ −2. Compared with the corresponding results of the heavy dilaton scenario, the Higgs data have stronger constrains on the parameter space in the light dilaton scenario.
• Due to the narrower range of |η tan θ S |, the various Higgs couplings in the light dilaton scenario can not deviate much from the SM value. For example, most of the 2σ samples for the ATLAS and combined data have |(C hgg /SM)/(C hf f /SM) − 1| < 0.1.
• The CMS data have interesting constrains on the light dilaton scenario. The region of 1σ samples has two separate parts with the broader one characterized by a negative tan θ S and the narrow one corresponding η −1
4.
Since the samples for the CMS data can accommodate larger branching ratio of exotic Higgs decay in the light dilaton scenario, we will concentrate on it from now on. We perform three further scans with fixed η −1 = 1, 2.5, 5, respectively. Then for the samples satisfying the EWPD and light Higgs search data, we calculate the χ 2 using the CMS data only, and classify the samples into 1σ, 2σ and 3σ region as done in this sector.
In Fig.10 , we project the η-fixed samples for the CMS data on the plane of BR(h → ss)
versus m s . This figure shows that the upper bound of the rare decay is roughly independent of the light dilaton mass m s . The reason is that m s as an input parameter of the model is scarcely limited by the constraints we considered, and meanwhile it only affect the rate by phase space. As a consequence, the rare decay rate is mainly determined by the C hss or basically, by η −1 and tan θ S (see Eqs. (5) and (7)).
In Fig.11 , we project the samples on the plane of BR(h → ss) versus tan θ S . Combining with Fig.9 , we can see that:
• For a small η −1 ≡ f /v, e.g., η −1 = 1, the h → ss branching ratio can reach 60% while θ S is confined in a narrow region of | tan θ S | 0.2. This is because a large | tan θ S | with a large η will modify the Higgs couplings and signal rates too much, which is disfavored by the current Higgs data.
• For a moderate η −1 ≡ f /v, e.g., η −1 = 2.5, all of the 1σ samples have negative tan θ S and small Br(h → ss), while most of the samples with large Br(h → ss) have positive tan θ S . Both of these two features can be understood from (C hgg /SM)/(C hf f /SM) = 1+η tan θ S . Considering that the CMS data favor suppressed signal rates, which means (C hgg /SM)/(C hf f /SM) should be around 1 or even less. If η tan θ S is too large, then a large exotic decay width would be needed to enhance the total width in order to suppress various signal rates. If η tan θ S is negative, however, a small Br(h → ss)
would be enough.
• For a large η −1 ≡ f /v, e.g., η −1 = 5, the 1σ samples begin to appear in the tan θ S > 0 region, which is the result of the interplay between the exotic branching ratio and [7] for an intergraded luminosity of 300 fb −1 at the LHC (14 TeV).
Higgs couplings. We can make an estimation of the inclusive pp → h → XX signal rate in the tan θ S > 0 region, which is approximately
We can see that tan θ S > 0 region can accommodate 1σ samples for the CMS data, of which the inclusive signal rates of γγ, ZZ * → 4ℓ are 0.77 ± 0. 27, 0.92 ± 0.28, respectively [4] .
B. Detection of light dilaton at hadron and lepton colliders
From the above analysis, we see that in the light dilaton scenario the Higgs couplings to SM particles can not deviate much from their SM values, and consequently the dilaton couplings to SM particles should be very small according to Eqs. (10) and (11) . Thus it will be very hard to detect the light dilaton from its couplings to SM particles, such as through its associated production with Z boson at hadron or lepton colliders. Nevertheless, since the Higgs exotic decay h → ss can have a large branching ratio according to the CMS data at 3σ level, it may be possible to detect the light dilaton at LHC14 or Higgs factory in the future.
To detect the light dilaton through pp → hZ, h → ss → 4b at LHC14, we use the result of MC simulation performed at LHC14 in our previous work [7] with a luminosity of 300 fb −1 .
The setting of σ × Br and acceptances are the same as in the heavy dilaton scenario. The η-fixed samples for the CMS data are projected on the plane of C 2 4b versus m s in Fig.12 , where the significance curves of S/ √ B = 2, 3, 5 are taken from [7] . The signal rate C 2 4b is defined as
From this figure we can see that:
• For η −1 = 2.5 and 5.0, basically only the 3σ samples can be possibly detected, and most of the other samples are below the curve of S/ √ B = 5 which means larger luminosity is needed to detect the 1σ and 2σ samples.
• For η −1 = 1, most samples are with C • Combining with Fig.11 we also checked that, samples with (i) θ S around 0, e.g.
GeV, and (iii) small exotic branching ratio, e.g. BR(h → ss) 0.2, also have rather small C 2 4b which can not be detected with a luminosity of 300 fb −1 .
Similar to [7] , we also investigated the detection of light dilaton at the electron-positron collider through e + e − → hZ, h → ss → 4b. The cross sections are calculated for a collision energy of √ S = 250 GeV, and the result is shown on the plane of σ(e + e − → hZ → 4bZ) versus m s in Fig.13 . We can see that, for samples with η electron-positron collider at √ S = 250 GeV with its much cleaner background compared to the hadron colliders. Larger collision energy, however, will result in smaller cross section due to the s channel property of the hZ associated production. And a large Br(h → ss)
and not-too-small C sbb , or a large η −1 ≡ f /v and not-too-small | tan θ S |, is favorable for the detection of light dilaton at electron-positron colliders as well as hadron colliders.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we consider the theoretical and experimental constrains on the MDM, such as the vacuum stability, the absence of the Landau pole, the EWPD and the Higgs search at the LEP, Tevatron and LHC. Then we perform fits to the latest 125-GeV Higgs data both in the heavy dilaton scenario and in the light dilaton scenario. Noting the apparent difference between the ATLAS and CMS data, in our fits we consider the ATLAS data, the CMS data and the combined data of LHC and Tevatron separately. For each scenario, we consider following aspects:
(1) In the heavy dilaton scenario, we show the surviving parameter space and various Higgs couplings to SM particles for the 1σ and 2σ samples in the fits. Modification of the Higgs triple self coupling is also discussed. For the 1σ samples fitted to the combined data, we calculate the Higgs pair production cross section at the protonproton colliders such as LHC14 ( √ S = 14 TeV), TeV33 ( √ S = 33 TeV) and TeV100 ( √ S = 100 TeV), and discuss the deviations from the SM values. Based on the MC simulation result in [39] , we also investigate the significance S/ √ B at these colliders.
(2) In the light dilaton scenario, we first show the ranges of exotic decay branching ratio Br(h → ss) in different fits, and compare the surviving parameter space with that in the heavy dilaton scenario. Then we fix η −1 to perform fits only to the CMS data with particular attention paid to the dependence of BR(h → ss) on η −1 and tan θ S .
Based on these η −1 -fixed samples, we study the detection of light dilaton through pp → hZ → 4bZ at the LHC14 with a luminosity of 300 fb −1 by our previous MC simulation [7] . We also discuss the detection at the electron-positron collider with √ S = 250 GeV.
Finally we have following observations
• If one considers the ATLAS and CMS data separately, the MDM can explain each of them well, but refer to different parameter space due to the apparent difference in the two sets of data. If one considers the combined data of the LHC and Tevatron, however, the explanation given by the MDM is not much better than the SM, and the dilaton component in the 125-GeV Higgs is less than about 20% at 2σ level.
• The current Higgs data have stronger constrains on the light dilaton scenario than the heavy dilaton scenario.
• The heavy dilaton scenario can produce a Higgs triple self coupling much larger than the SM value, and thus a significantly enhanced Higgs pair cross section at hadron colliders. With a luminosity of 100 fb −1 (10 fb −1 ) at the 14-TeV LHC, a heavy dilaton of 400 GeV (500 GeV) can be examined.
• In the light dilaton scenario, the Higgs exotic branching ratio can reach 43% (60%) at 2σ (3σ) level when considering only the CMS data, which may be detected at the 14-TeV LHC with a luminosity of 300 fb −1 and the Higgs Factory.
